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Residential Lights


When only the Best will do…


At ORLO we offer only the best in class luminaries to make your home and abode truly magnificent. With the largest range of residential down-lights, led spot lights, surface lights, etc we can ensure that ORLO is a one stop shop for all your needs





 


Commercial Light


Complete Peace of Mind


Our commercial lighting solutions are perfectly suitable for retail stores, offices, hospitals, and educational campuses. With a comprehensive after sales service model, we ensure your peace of mind
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Industrial Lights

For a Durable Experience

When it comes to industrial lighting, we are leap ahead of the market with unique industry specific solutions. We also provide lighting design and specification for your projects





 FEATURED PRODUCTS
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                About

                At ORLO, we aim to transform the electrical industry by making it more customer centric. ORLO currently offers a wide range of aesthetically designed, modern and energy efficient LED lights for external and internal applications. Designed by world class international Lighting designers ORLO energy efficient LED lighting solutions are a leap ahead of the market. Our aim at ORLO is to maintain a competitive advantage by enhancing the current supply chain models within the Electrical industry.

                Read More
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                        Mohd. Ikbal (Owner), Allen Solly, Fun Mall, Lucknow
                        

                        ORLO LED lights were the best of the lot when it came to its actual brightness of light and low glare. We needed the best lighting for our clothing showroom since lights can make a new piece of cloth look good or bad. We have extremely satisfied with our purchase.
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                        Prakash Mathur, Architect, Logica Interiors, Noida U.P.
                        

                        We installed ORLO Led lights in our new home and were delighted by the quality and finish of lights. The actual light is really soothing to your eyes, and comfortable to sit for hours. Moreover our power bills are very low now. So I would highly recommend ORLO to anyone
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                        Rajiv Gupta, CEO – AHCL Distribution Centres, Delhi NCR.
                        

                        We looked at multiple lighting companies and chose ORLO LED for their product finish, quality and on-site service.
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                        Daman Singh – Manager, Facilities Cushman & Wakefield
                        

                        We are a premium housing society in Gurgaon and we wanted the best for our residents. When we changed all our CFL lights to LED in last 18 months and selected ORLO led for its quality, timely delivery and after sale service. Our savings in electricity bills alone has already paid off the entire investment we made for these lights.
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                        Sanjay Lohia, Sumangal Showroom, Varansi
                        

                        We have six showrooms in Varanasi and when it came to changing to LED for all of them, we looked at at-least 15 brands, and in the end choose ORLO Led. We have found their defective rate to be extremely less (almost zero) and their lights to be highly energy efficient. Moreover the lights were perfect for our clothing line due to its natural type light which does not change the colour of clothing under lights.
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                    About us

                    

                    Today ORLO is one of the fastest growing electrical brands in India 
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 Our Catalogues

Retail Project
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                    	Drivers
	indoor
	Outdoor
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                     	About
	Contact Us
	Privacy Policy
	Return & Refund Policy
	Warranty Policy
	Terms & Conditions
	
FAQ's
	Wishlist


                

                
                    Contact

                    
                      Orlo Electronics Pvt. Ltd. K-11 Udyog Nagar Industrial Area, Rohtak RD, Near Peeragarhi Chowk, New Delhi 110041

 
Toll Free: 1800 103 4199


Email:  info@orloindia.com 
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